Negative hemodynamic response has been widely reported in blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging studies, however its origin is still controversial. Optical intrinsic signal (OIS) imaging can be used to study brain activity by simultaneously recording hemodynamic signals at different wavelengths with high spatial resolution. In this study, we found transcorneal electrical stimulation (TcES) could elicit both positive OIS response (POR) and negative OIS response (NOR) in cats' visual cortex. We then investigated the property of this negative response to TcES and its relationship with cerebral blood flow (CBF) and neuronal activity. Results from laser speckle contrast imaging showed decreased CBF in the NOR region while increased CBF in the POR region. Both planar and laminar electrophysiological recordings in the middle (500-700 μm) cortical layers demonstrated that decreased and increased neuronal activities were coexisted in the NOR region. Furthermore, decreased neuronal activity was also detected in the deep cortical layers in the NOR region. This work provides evidence that the negative OIS together with the decreased CBF should be explained by mechanisms of both neuronal inhibition and excitation within middle cortical layers. Our results would be important for interpreting neurophysiological mechanisms underlying the negative BOLD signals.
. Generally, an increase in neuronal activity promotes oxygen consumption, and thus demands more cerebral blood flow (CBF) in that brain region. Most neuroimaging techniques, including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and optical intrinsic signal (OIS) imaging, use these hemodynamic changes as surrogates for neuronal activities in the brain. Besides commonly reported positive hemodynamic response, which has been shown to correlate with enhancement of the neuronal activity 1, 4 , a negative hemodynamic response has received much attention recently [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Understanding the relationship that links neuronal activities and hemodynamic signals is particularly important for accurate interpretation of the results from these imaging studies.
The negative hemodynamic response has been found in somatosensory and motor cortices by physical stimulation. By using blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) fMRI, some groups showed that the negative BOLD response in humans' ipsilateral motor cortex while they performing a right-hand pinch grip represented a marker of neuronal deactivation 12, 13 . By using OIS imaging, in 2005 Devor et al. 14 found that the negative hemodynamic response in rodent somatosensory cortex responding to single-whisker deflection did not correspond to observable changes in neuronal activity. Furthermore, in 2008 Devor et al. 15 demonstrated that the negative hemodynamic response to electrical stimulation of the whisker pad was accompanied by an increase in neuronal spiking and glucose consumption. On the contrary, other groups concluded that the negative hemodynamic response to electrical stimulation reflected a functionally effective inhibition [16] [17] [18] or neuronal inhibition 7, 19, 20 in the somatosensory system. Scientific RepoRts | 6:21627 | DOI: 10.1038/srep21627
In visual system, the negative hemodynamic response has also been widely investigated by using visual stimulation. Harel et al. 21 concluded that the negative BOLD response to a moving grating pattern was caused by a redistribution of CBF from the less active regions to the most CBF-demanding areas. A growing body of research demonstrated that the negative BOLD response was associated with neuronal inhibition [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Besides, the negative BOLD response could be accounted for by heightened neuronal activity and oxygen consumption without sufficient CBF increment 27 . Moreover, some studies showed that although the negative BOLD response was neuronal in origin, neurovascular coupling mechanisms underlying the negative and positive BOLD responses were not only different from each other but also cortical layer dependent 10, 28, 29 . Despite plenty of studies on the negative hemodynamic response to visual stimulation have been performed, rare studies have been focused on this response to electrical stimulation of visual pathway. By electrically stimulating the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in monkeys, Logothetis et al. 30 found a positive BOLD response in the regions of primary visual cortex receiving direct input from the stimulated LGN site, while a negative BOLD response in the retinotopically matched regions of extrastriate cortex. They concluded that cortico-cortical signal propagation was disrupted by electrical stimulation, and the reduction in BOLD response was likely a result of synaptic inhibition. This was further confirmed by the negative BOLD response detected in anterior intraparietal area through electrical stimulation of V5/MT and surrounding areas 31 . In summary, the negative hemodynamic response could be explained by several independent mechanisms, such as an increase in neuronal activity and oxygen consumption without sufficient CBF increases, a decrease in CBF due to neural inhibition, a reduction in CBF due to vasoconstriction without neural inhibition, a decrease of CBF in the superficial cortical layers accompanied by an increase of cerebral blood volume (CBV) in the deeper layers, a pure hemodynamic effect, etc. 2, 5, 6, 32 . So far, its mechanisms are still controversial and need further study. The negative BOLD response was investigated by using concurrent fMRI and OIS imaging 33 . Due to its high spatial resolution, multi-wavelength OIS imaging could play an important role in investigating mechanisms underlying the negative hemodynamic response by simultaneously mapping hemodynamic signals at different wavelengths 34 . Moreover, electrophysiological recording which reflects the neural activity directly should be performed to explore changes of neuronal activity when the negative hemodynamic response is found. Planar electrophysiological recordings performed by Utah Electrode Array (UEA) can offer multi-channel recordings simultaneously 35 , which may provide information of the origin of the negative hemodynamic response. While linear microelectrode array (LMA) can record neural activities in different cortical layers, which could also provide some indications about the mechanisms underlying the negative hemodynamic response. Both of them could help us to investigate the differences of neuronal activity between cortical areas with the positive and negative hemodynamic responses.
Our previous work found transcorneal electrical stimulation (TcES) through an ERG-jet corneal electrode could consistently elicit hemodynamic responses in cats' visual cortex, using multi-wavelength OIS recording 36 . In the present study we found an inverted OIS response to TcES in cats' visual cortex. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that antagonistic cortical activation evoked by electrical stimulation of intact retina is reported. We then further investigated the spatiotemporal patterns of this cerebral antagonistic response and its relationship to TcES. In order to explore potential mechanisms of the inverted OIS response, we evaluated CBF changes using laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) and recorded local neuronal activity using planar and laminar electrophysiological recordings. Studying the origin of antagonistic cortical activation induced by retinal electrical stimulation not only provides useful insights into retinocortical signal transduction and neurophysiological underpinnings underlying prosthetic vision, but also promotes understanding of mechanisms accounting for the widely discussed negative BOLD response. Our results suggest that both inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms should be incorporated to interpret the inverted OIS response. Figure 1a shows an image of the blood vessels in the imaged area. Figure 1b displays the evolution of optical responses to the TcES. Hemodynamic signals at volumetric (530 nm) and oximetric (610 and 630 nm) wavelengths in the contralateral visual cortex after the TcES exhibited a clear antagonistic spatial pattern of activation in 26 out of 31 cats. The typical OIS consisted of a volumetric component, which monophasically decreased, and an oximetric component, which had an initial dip followed by an overshoot. Hereafter, this pattern is referred to as the 'positive OIS response' (POR). In adjacent cortical areas, an inverted OIS response was observed. It included an increase in the volumetric component and an initial increase and subsequent decrease in the oximetric component. We refer to this as the 'negative OIS response' (NOR). The NOR region was posterior to the POR region. The monophasic changes in volumetric signals of both NOR and POR regions peaked at about 2.75-3 s. However, the oximetric signals of the POR had an initial dip at 1.75-2 s followed by a strong overshoot at 4.75-5 s, whereas the oximetric signals of the NOR comprised an initial increase at 1.75-2 s and a subsequent big decrease in light reflection at 4.75-5 s. Compared to the volumetric signal, the strength of the oximetric signal was much weaker.
Results

Spatial patterns of antagonistic activation by TcES.
Temporal patterns of antagonistic activation by TcES. To quantitatively compare properties of the volumetric and oximetric signals between the POR and NOR regions, time courses of reflectance change responding to TcES (20 Hz, 1.2 mA, 10 ms) were extracted from two ROIs (e.g. white and black boxes in Fig. 1b ), which were separately located in the POR and NOR regions (see Methods). The volumetric and oximetric signals of POR elicited by TcES have been previously described 36 . Monophasic volumetric signal of NOR had an increase peaked at 3.4 ± 0.3 s, which was significantly later than the POR peak time at 3.1 ± 0.1 s (Wilcoxon test, P = 0.017, n = 16), with only half of the reflectance change of that in the POR region (0.429 ± 0.093% vs. − 0.932 ± 0.151%, Fig. 2a ). Temporal profile of oximetric signal was triphasic in the POR region and biphasic in the NOR region (Fig. 2b,c) . Initially, oximetric signal at 610 nm of the POR decreases rapidly to a minimum of − 0.080 ± 0.013% at 1.9 s while that of the NOR increased to 0.030 ± 0.006% with a latency of 2.2 s. After this transient response, oximetric signal of the POR rose to a second peak of 0.147 ± 0.027% with a latency of 4.4 s while that of the NOR decreased to − 0.049 ± 0.014% at 4.8 s. The time courses of 630-nm signals were similar to those of 610-nm signals. The POR signal declined fast to a minimum of − 0.039 ± 0.006% with a latency of 1.8 s while the NOR signal rose briefly to a maximum of 0.017 ± 0.003% at 1.9 s. The second peak amplitude of the POR was 0.071 ± 0.016% at 4.4 s while that of the NOR was − 0.030 ± 0.009% at 4.9 s. The first peak of the oximetric signal in the POR region appeared significantly earlier than that in the NOR region (Wilcoxon test, P = 0.007 at 610 nm, P = 0.013 at 610 nm, n = 16). Quantifying onset latency as the first time point where the response displayed a statistically significant (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05, n = 16) inflection in slope demonstrated that response onsets of the POR at all wavelengths were shorter than those of the NOR (POR: 0.4 s at 530 nm, 0.6 s at 610 nm, 0.4 s at 630 nm; NOR: (Fig. 2d-f) . Our results also showed that the onset latency of the volumetric signal was as fast as that of the oximetric signal, either in the POR or the NOR region.
Our results confirmed that both the oximetric signals at 610 and 630 nm showed similar spatiotemporal patterns of the antagonistic response, however, the signal strength at 630 nm was weaker than that at 610 nm. Therefore, the 630-nm signal was excluded from following analysis.
Effect of electrical stimulation on NOR.
Since the amplitudes and activated areas of the positive OIS responses were correlated with the electrical stimulation 36 , a question arises whether the negative responses are also related to the electrical stimulation. We investigated this question in 6 cats by analyzing the optical signals at wavelengths of 530 and 610 nm with pulse widths of TcES varying from 2 to 22 ms at 20 Hz and 1.2 mA. Spatial extent of activation areas as P-value maps for the POR (warm colors) and the NOR (cold colors) in one experiment were displayed paired with their relevant grayscale maps ( Fig. 3a; see Methods). The images averaged between 1.75-2.25 s under four different stimulus pulse widths were displayed to demonstrate the response changes. In agreement with our previous studies, increasing the pulse width of TcES led to an increase of the positive activation area. On the contrary, the negative activation area enlarged at first and then diminished with the increase of pulse width. Figure 3b shows time courses of the volumetric and oximetric responses at different stimulus pulse widths in the NOR region. The averaged response magnitudes at peaks as a function of pulse widths were plotted in Fig. 3c . With the increment of pulse width, both of the oximetric and volumetric responses in the POR region were monotonically increased while those in the NOR region were unimodal, peaking at pulse width of 10 ms. The relationships between the amplitudes of oximetric and volumetric signals were significantly related in both the POR and NOR regions (Fig. 3d , POR, r = 0.994, P = 6.3 × 10 ; NOR, r = 0.873, P = 0.005).
Local cerebral blood flow measured by laser speckle contrast imaging. Functional imaging of visual cortex with LSCI was performed to provide a two-dimensional real-time, full-field imaging of CBF with high spatiotemporal resolution. We recorded the hemodynamic signals responding to TcES with the OIS imaging then directly measured the CBF changes with the LSCI in 5 cats. A time series of maps from one cat are shown at 1-s intervals in Fig. 4a , which revealed that areas of increased and decreased CBF coexisted in the visual cortices following TcES. Pixels whose value representing relative CBF change greater than half of its positive peak (warm colors) and less than half of its negative peak (cold colors) are color-coded and superimposed on the speckle contrast images. CBF in the POR region revealed by the OIS imaging (Fig. 4b) was increased, while CBF in the NOR region was decreased. Corresponding time courses of the CBF changes were extracted from all pixels within two ROIs determined by the OIS imaging (Fig. 4b , black and white boxes) and averaged across 5 cats. TcES elicited a large CBF increase in the POR region and a small CBF decrease in the NOR region (Fig. 4c) . The time-to-peak of decreased CBF in the NOR region was at 3.9 ± 0.3 s after the stimulus onset, which was significantly (Wilcoxon test, P = 0.031, n = 5) longer than the peak time at 2.7 ± 0.1 s of increased CBF in the POR region. Quantifying onset latency of the CBF change as the first time point where the CBF displayed a statistically significant (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05, n = 5) inflection in slope demonstrated that the onset latency of the CBF change in the NOR region was also later than that in the POR region (NOR, 0.8 s; POR, 0.6 s) (Fig. 4d) .
Planar LFP and MUA recordings by Utah microelectrode array. Imaging with OIS mainly reflects the signals in the upper cortex due to the limitation of light penetration. To determine the planar differences in neuronal activities, we performed planar electrophysiological recordings with UEA in cortical depth of 500-600 μ m in 6 cats. The OIS image at 530 nm was used to identify the POR and NOR regions to which UEA could subsequently be inserted. Figure 5a shows activation maps by TcES (10 Hz, 1.2 mA, 3 ms) and the insertion locations of the UEA. The POR (warm colors) and NOR (cold colors) regions were indicated as significantly activated pixels by TcES in 530-nm image, which can be used to determine the electrodes within the POR and NOR regions. The relative LFP and MUA power responses in the two regions were calculated and shown in Fig. 5b -e (see Methods). In the NOR region, there were total 18 electrodes and almost all of these recording sites displayed increased LFP power except for one, which showed no significant response (response amplitude < 3 SD was considered as no significant response change) (Fig. 5b) . However, this is not the case for MUA power. Significantly decreased MUA power was recorded from 7 out of 18 electrodes, while 8 electrodes showed increased MUA power and 3 displayed no significant change of the MUA power (Fig. 5c ). In the POR region, there were total 20 electrodes and all of them displayed increased LFP power (Fig. 5d ). Most electrodes (18 out of 20) exhibited increased MUA power, except one showed decreased and another one showed no significant response (Fig. 5e) . The distributions of LFP and MUA power amplitudes in electrodes within the POR and NOR regions from 6 cats were shown in Fig. 5f ,g. Compared to the POR region, most of the electrodes in the NOR region showed negative or positive with low-amplitude MUA and LFP power.
The numbers of electrodes for neuronal activity changes from each cat were shown in Table 1 . The percentages of electrodes with increased, decreased and no significant response were calculated for each cat. For increased MUA power, the percentage of electrodes in the NOR region was significantly less (36.060 ± 5.314% vs. 71.593 ± 5.543%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.004, n = 6) than that in the POR region. For decreased MUA power, the percentage of electrodes in the NOR region was significantly larger (37.773 ± 3.296% vs. 8.418 ± 2.877%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.004, n = 6) than that in the POR region. No significant (26.167 ± 3.258% vs. 20.022 ± 3.748%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.199, n = 6) differences in percentage of electrodes with no MUA power change were found between the NOR and POR regions. For increased LFP power, the percentage of electrodes in the NOR region was less (90.042 ± 3.100% vs. 97.688 ± 1.036%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.028, n = 6) than that in the POR region. The differences in the percentage of electrodes with no LFP power change were also significant (9.875 ± 3.125% vs. 2.213 ± 0.993%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.028, n = 6) between the NOR and POR regions.
In addition, the amplitudes of enhanced MUA power recorded in the NOR regions were significantly less than those in the POR regions (7.4 ± 0.6% vs. 35.0 ± 3.4%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 3.3 × 10
−6
). And the amplitudes of suppressed MUA power in the NOR regions were significantly larger than those in the POR regions (− 12.5 ± 0.9% vs. − 9.7 ± 3.6%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 0.019). The amplitudes of increased LFP power recorded in the NOR regions were significantly lower than those in the POR regions (274.5 ± 39.9% vs. 456.7 ± 54.4%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 7.3 × 10 −9 ).
Laminar LFP and MUA recordings by linear microelectrode array. To determine the laminar differences in neuronal activities throughout the cortical depth, two 16-channel LMA probes were inserted to the POR and NOR regions identified by OIS image at 530 nm. Neuronal activities from the POR and NOR regions were simultaneously recorded by the two LMA probes. Figure 6a shows activation maps by TcES (10 Hz, 1.2 mA, 3 ms) and the insertion locations of the LMA probes (two for each region) in the same animal as used in Fig. 5 . In the POR region, the power enhancement for both LFP and MUA was evident during the stimulation period (0-2 s) (Fig. 6d,e) . In the NOR region, the LFP power was increased in all the layers (Fig. 6b) . However, there was a decrease of the MUA power in cortical depth of ~900-1300 μ m (recording channels 9-13) (Fig. 6c) . Data from all the 5 cats showed similar phenomenon of these response power changes. Figure 6f ,g show the distributions of the LFP and MUA power changes by counting the number of recording sites according to the power changes (totally 160 recording sites in 5 cats). The LFP power responses recorded from most sites were significantly increased (response amplitude > 3 SD were considered as significant response change) in both the NOR and POR regions. However, the LFP response amplitudes in the NOR region were significantly lower than those in the POR region (321.6 ± 25.1% vs. 1009.8 ± 80.8%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 4.2 × 10
−14
). In deep cortical depth of ~900-1300 μ m (channels 9-13), the numbers of recording sites (totally 50 sites) with significantly increased and decreased MUA responses in the POR region were 34 and 8 while those in the NOR region were 7 and 23. In cortical depth of ~500-700 μ m (channels 5-7) which was similar to the depth of UEA recordings, the numbers of recording sites (totally 30 sites) with significantly increased and decreased MUA responses in the POR region were 20 and 5 while those in the NOR region were 9 and 10. Similar to the LFP response, the amplitudes of increased MUA response in the NOR region were significantly lower than those in the POR region (13.2 ± 3.0% vs. 77.8 ± 11.2%, Mann-Whitney test, P = 1.6 × 10
−11
).
Discussion
In the present study, we found an antagonistic spatial pattern of OIS response evoked by TcES. High-resolution imaging of CBF with LSCI revealed a significant CBF decrease in the NOR region and an increase in the POR region, respectively. The onset and peak times of the negative hemodynamic responses (including oximetric, volumetric and CBF signals) were always delayed than those of the positive hemodynamic responses. By using planar and laminar electrophysiological recordings, we advance our understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying the negative hemodynamic responses. Our results suggest that the NOR observed here is due to decreased CBF and neuronal activities in the NOR region are not all decreased.
TcES evoked an antagonistic cortical activation, which means an opposite hemodynamic change was found adjacent to traditional hemodynamic response regions. In the visual cortex, however, this antagonistic response pattern elicited by electrical stimulation of the intact retina is first reported. Exploring the origin of the antagonistic cortical activation with multimodal approaches can provide implications of the cortical response following the retinal electrical stimulation and contribute to elucidating the physiological basis of the negative BOLD response. We measured the changes in volumetric and oximetric signals simultaneously by using the OIS imaging. For volumetric signal, a large decrease (CBV increase) in light reflectance in the POR region was always accompanied by a corresponding reflectance increase (CBV decrease) in adjacent NOR region after the stimulus onset. Similarly, the oximetric signal in the POR region exhibited an initial dip in light reflectance followed by a large overshoot, while in the NOR region it showed a transient increase followed by a large undershoot. It is commonly thought that the initial dip at oximetric wavelengths is caused by local deoxygenation prior to a delayed vascular response 37 . However, recent studies have shown that the initial dip largely reflects an early increase in CBV not a measure of deoxygenation 34, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Our results revealed that the volumetric signal had a quick response similar to the oximetric signal. We furthermore found high correlation between the volumetric and oximetric responses in both the POR and NOR regions, which indicates a close coupling between them. Therefore, the early change of CBV played an important role in the initial change in oximetric signals. In the NOR region, it is rational that the initial increase of signals at wavelengths of 610 and 630 nm was induced by a rapid CBV decrease.
In the POR region, the overshoot part following the initial dip in oximetric signal is considered as an equivalence to the positive BOLD response 38, 43, 44 . In the NOR region, The undershoot part following the initial transient increase is relevant to the negative BOLD response 45 and may be caused by an overcompensation of decreased CBV and CBF for the reduction in energy consumption due to suppressed neuronal activity [19] [20] [21] 45 . Decreases in CBV and CBF had been confirmed in our study. The initial transient increase in oximetric signal has been observed in studies on negative OIS 8, 15, 46 and negative BOLD responses 47 . However, there is no initial increase in most of the reported negative BOLD signals. A possible reason is that BOLD fMRI may not be able to detect such weak signal because the initial dip of the POR, which is several times larger than the initial increase of the NOR, cannot either be detected in many BOLD fMRI studies 37 . OIS can be used to accurately measure the negative BOLD phenomenon 33 . Its high spatiotemporal resolution makes it possible to detect this weak signal. Although the inverted OIS response has been reported previously, the spatiotemporal characteristics evoked by the electrical stimulation of visual system and its correlation with the stimulation are still unknown. By using BOLD fMRI, Klingner et al. 17 found the amplitude of the negative hemodynamic response was monotonically changed with current intensity of electrical stimulus in human somatosensory cortex. We analyzed the NOR evoked by the TcES with different pulse widths. Compared with the POR, activation area and amplitude of the NOR first increased with the increment of pulse width then decreased. The strength of the NOR was about one-third to one-half of those of the POR, which is in agreement with previous studies 22, 48 . The NOR had later onset and peak times than those of the POR, which are also in accordance with previous studies 28, 47, 49 . All these differences between the POR and NOR suggested that their mechanisms elicited by TcES might be different. Negative BOLD and OIS responses were always related to a decrease in CBF 12, 15, 18, 23, 26 . In order to explore whether the NOR observed here was due to decreased CBF, we directly measured CBF change in both the POR and NOR regions using LSCI. We observed a significant increase in CBF in the POR region, on the contrary, a significantly decreased and delayed CBF was detected in the NOR region. This provides a direct evidence that the NOR is associated with the decreased CBF.
Imaging with OIS mainly reflects the signals in the upper cortex due to the limitation of light penetration 50, 51 . To reveal the neural mechanism underlying the OIS response, the planar LFP and MUA were recorded by UEA which was inserted into the cortex at a depth of ~500-600 μ m. It is generally known that the positive OIS and BOLD responses were coupled to enhanced neural activity. This is also confirmed by our quantitative spectral power analysis which showed large increases in LFP and MUA power responding to the TcES in the POR region. Although the negative hemodynamic response has been commonly reported in the OIS and fMRI studies, its origin remains controversial 2, 5, 32 . There is growing evidence that the negative hemodynamic response was related with suppressed neuronal activity 7, 19, 22, 52 or enhanced neuronal inhibition without a change in spontaneous activity 20 . However, the negative hemodynamic response associated with increased neural activity has also been reported 15, 53, 54 . In this study, both increased (~36% of electrodes) and decreased (~38% of electrodes) MUA responses to the TcES were detected in the NOR region by the UEA recording. The number of electrodes with decreased MUA power recorded in the NOR region was significantly more than that in the POR region. Besides, the amplitudes of increased MUA power in the NOR region were also significantly lower. In rat visual cortices, Yin et al. 52 also demonstrated that the negative hemodynamic response was associated with decreased spike activities in the cortical depth of approximately 500 μ m. LFP responses from UEA were all increased in the POR and NOR regions, however, the amplitude of LFP response in the NOR region was significantly smaller than that in the POR region. These results are in agreement with previous studies 19, 20 . By using LMA or single electrode, some studies have reported either decreased or increased neuronal activity in the negative hemodynamic response region 15, 19, 22 . We also tried to determine the laminar differences in neuronal activities in the POR and NOR regions. Similar to the results of UEA recordings, we recorded both the decreased and increased neuronal activities in the cortical depth of 500-700 μ m in the NOR region. The advantage of planar array is that it allows multichannel recordings simultaneously in the response region. According to the results of UEA recordings, the decreased and increased neuronal activities were coexisted in the cortical depth of 500-600 μ m in the NOR region. Our results provide direct evidence that not all the activity of neurons in the negative hemodynamic response region is suppressed. Inhibition is ubiquitous in visual cortical neurons and stimulus-evoked hemodynamic signals are dependent on the interactions between neuronal excitation and inhibition 2 . Compared to the POR region, the greater inhibitory activity in the NOR region may change the balance between excitatory and inhibitory effects and produce a net inhibition 2, 45, 55 . The cortical depth of 500-600 μ m belongs to the layer 4 which has the most dense vascularization 56 . A growing body of literature shows that hemodynamic response in the brain is regulated by neurons and astrocytes which can act as intermediaries to these neuronal populations 3, 57 . Both Neuron-and astrocyte-derived vasoactive messengers exert direct effects on the microcirculation 3 . Variations in the balance between neuronal inhibition and excitation may change proportion between released vasoconstrictors and vasodilators by neurons and astrocytes, which may contribute to a net negative vascular response change 2 . Our study is the first reporting TcES-induced neuronal inhibition but its origin is still unclear. The negative hemodynamic response in visual cortices has been investigated by using different visual stimulation, annular visual stimulus is the most common way 10, 22, 23, 26, 29 . In these studies, the positive hemodynamic response mainly occurred in visual cortex involved in the stimulus processing while the negative hemodynamic response in the surrounding regions. Due to the ring-like structure of ERG-jet electrode, through which TcES preferentially activates peripheral retina and may have an annular stimulation effect similar to the annular visual stimulus. In our study the NOR was found more posterior than the POR in the exposed visual cortex. Based on our previous study, the POR region was located mainly in cortical areas representing peripheral visual field since TcES preferentially activated peripheral retina 36 . Hence, the mechanisms of TcES-induced deactivation may be similar to those of negative response evoked by annular visual stimulus, such as reduced feedback input from higher visual areas, reduced feedforward excitation from the LGN or feedback-mediated inhibition via GABAergic interneurons 26 . Besides, Electrical stimulation of visual cortical afferents could disrupt cortico-cortical signal propagation and induce strong cortical inhibition 30 . Therefore, TcES-evoked inhibitory activity may be also related with the disruption of cortico-cortical signal propagation. The ideal experimental design should use natural stimulation, however, the mechanisms underlying the negative hemodynamic response has been studied by many other research groups using electrical stimulation [16] [17] [18] [19] . Devor et al. 14, 20 demonstrated that the positive and negative hemodynamic pattern in primary somatosensory cortex evoked by electrical forepaw stimulus is consistent with those evoked by natural single-vibrissa stimulus. Our results using the TcES could provide some important indications about the underpinning of the inverted optical signal.
In conclusion, an antagonistic spatial pattern of activation in cat visual cortex evoked by TcES was reported for the first time. Compared with other functional imaging methods, optical imaging has higher spatial resolution and could provide some indications of mechanisms underlying the negative hemodynamic response. With the increment of pulse width, the POR was monotonically increased while the NOR was increased firstly and then decreased. Both the onset and peak times of negative hemodynamic responses were later than those of positive hemodynamic responses including the oximetric, volumetric and CBF signals. Decreased CBV may induce the initial increase of the oximetric signal in the NOR region. The negative hemodynamic response reported here does not imply decreased activity in all neurons. The evidence of both increased and decreased neuronal activities in the negative response region suggests that careful attention should be paid in interpreting the negative OIS or BOLD response. Thirty-one healthy male adult cats (Fengxian, Shanghai, China) weighing 1.5-3.0 kg were prepared and maintained as described previously 36 except that tiletamine-zolazepam (5 mg/kg, i.m.; Virbac, Carros, France) was used for initial anesthesia instead of ketamine in 18 out of 31 cats. The cats received atropine sulphate (0.15 mg/kg; Harvest Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, Shanghai, China) and dexamethasone (25 mg/kg) to reduce mucosal secretions and cerebral edema. Anesthesia was maintained by ventilation with isoflurane (2-3% during surgery, 1-1.5% during recording; Jiupai Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, Hebei, China) using a pulmonary pump (Model 3000, Matrx, New York, NY, USA). The femoral vein was catheterized to deliver fluids (mixture of gallamine triethiodide 10 mg/kg/h and glucose 24 mg/kg/h; Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) to maintain muscle relaxation and nutrition supply. The animal eyes were covered by contact lenses for corneal protection. A water-circulating heating pad (T/Pump TP702, Gaymar Industries, New York, NY, USA) was used to maintain body temperature of the animal. Rectal temperature, end-expiratory CO 2 , blood pressure and ECG were monitored with a multi-parameter life monitor (PM-8000 Express, Mindray, Shenzhen, China) during the experiment.
Methods
After the cats mounted in a stereotaxic frame (SN-3N, Narishige, Japan), craniotomy and durotomy were performed to expose visual areas 17 and 18 (Horsley-Clarke coordinates AP − 9 to + 9 mm, ML 0.5 to 6 mm) at left hemisphere. A stainless steel chamber of 26-mm diameter was fixed to the skull using dental cement for optical imaging. Silicone oil (DMPS-5X, Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO, USA) was filled in the chamber and covered by a round glass slip to reduce movement of the brain. The imaging system was positioned on a floating vibration isolation platform to minimize motion artifacts.
OIS imaging and LSCI. Stimulus-induced hemodynamic signals were measured by OIS imaging in all the cats. As previously reported, a CCD camera (Dalsa 1M60, resolution 1024 × 1024 pixels, Dalsa Corporation, Waterloo, Canada) was positioned above the chamber to record the image of the visual cortex that was illuminated by a fiber optic light guide at three different wavelengths of 530 ± 10, 610 ± 10 and 630 ± 10 nm sequentially 36 . Optical intrinsic signal at 'volumetric' (530 nm) wavelength reflects changes in total hemoglobin (HbT) and is thought to be equivalent to the CBV due to the same absorption coefficient of oxyhemoglobin (HbO) and deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) at this wavelength 38 . Signals at oximetric (610 and 630 nm) wavelengths carry information about changes in blood oxygenation because the HbO absorbs much lower 610-and 630-nm lights than the HbR does 38, 58 . The camera recorded 24 image frames per second, which provided an effective frame rate of 8 Hz for each of the three wavelengths. The focal plane was fixed at 500 μ m under the surface of the visual cortex. Each recording trial lasted for 18 s containing 1 s before the stimulus onset for electrical stimulation.
The dynamic evolution of CBF was measured with LSCI in 5 cats. The experimental setup for the LSCI was similar to the OIS imaging except that a laser diode (L780P010, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) powered by a driver module (LDC220C, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) was used as light source and the frame rate of CCD camera operating in 2 × 2 binning mode was set at 56 Hz. Each recording trial lasted for 18 s containing 2 s before the stimulus onset for electrical stimulation.
Electrophysiological recordings. We used Utah microelectrode array (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) that contained 100 electrodes arranged in a 10 × 10 grid for planar electrophysiological recordings in 6 cats. The electrodes were 1.5 mm in length and spaced 400 μ m by 400 μ m. The electrode impedances were measured with a 1 kHz sinusoidal constant current signal and ranged from 300 to 800 kΩ . The array was inserted to a depth of approximately 500-600 μ m in the cortex using a pneumatic inserter (Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA). The inserted sites were designated according to previous optical imaging under 530-nm illumination.
Two linear microelectrode arrays (Micro Probe Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA) were used to record depth-dependent neuronal activity in 5 cats. The electrode array was a single probe (6 cm in length and 265 μ m in diameter) with a tapering tungsten tip (1 mm in length) and 16 electrode contacts (25 μ m in diameter, 100 μ m in spacing and 300 to 500 kΩ in impedance) made of platinum/iridium. Two probes were held in place by two Scientific RepoRts | 6:21627 | DOI: 10.1038/srep21627 stereotactic micromanipulators (SM-11, Narishige, Japan) and inserted slowly perpendicular to a depth of 1600 μ m positioned at center of the regions displaying the greatest increment and decrement in 530-nm OIS image elicited by TcES.
Reference wires were inserted in subdural space and ground wires were connected to a stainless steel needle penetrated into cats' lateral scalp. To reduce cortical pulsation during the recording, the exposed cortex was covered with 2% agar. Multi-channel signals were recorded by neurophysiology workstations (RX7 and RX5, Tucker-Davis Technologies Co., Alachua, FL, USA) at a 25 kHz sampling rate and filtered at 0.3 Hz-10 kHz for the following offline processing procedure. Each recording trial consisted of stimuli of 2 s and an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 8 s.
Electrical stimulation. An ERG-jet electrode (CareFusion, Middleton, WI, USA) was placed on the cornea surface of cats' right eye instead of contact lens during electrical stimulation and a stainless steel needle inserted into dorsal neck muscle was used as return electrode. We used hydroxyethylcellulose gel (1.3%; Aqualon Co., Wilmington, DE, USA) to protect the cornea and keep good conductivity. Biphasic charge-balanced rectangular cathode-first current pulses generated by an isolated and programmable stimulating system (MS16, Tucker-Davis Technologies Co., Alachua, FL, USA) were used for the electrical stimulation. The stimulus duration in each trial was 2 s. We investigated spatiotemporal patterns (Figs 1 and 2 ) of the cortical activation by TcES (frequency, 20 Hz; current intensity, 1.2 mA; pulse width, 10 ms) in 16 cats. The same electrical stimulation parameters were used in 5 cats for LSCI (Fig. 4) . Different electrical stimulation parameters (20 Hz, 1.2 mA, 2-22 ms) were used for unveiling the correlation between the antagonistic response and the electrical stimulation in 6 cats (Fig. 3) . In order to facilitate electrophysiological data analysis, fixed stimulation parameter (10 Hz, 1.2 mA, 3 ms) was used in 10 cats for electrophysiological recording and corresponding OIS imaging (Figs 5 and 6 ).
Data analysis. All data analysis was performed using user-defined MATLAB program. For OIS data analysis, video frames were subtracted and divided by a blank image (binned from − 1 to − 0.25-s frames), and then averaged trial-by-trial to generate images of light reflectance change (dR/R). The dR/R maps were averaged into 250-ms maps to display the time course of cortical responses. Single-condition map was created by averaging over frames during 1.75-2.25 s after stimulus onset for a given stimulus condition. Two 1.4 × 1.4 mm regions of interest (ROI), with the greatest averaged reflectance decrement and increment, were selected in single-condition maps at 530 nm and used for subsequent analysis for all images at three wavelengths. Two-tailed t test 59 was conducted in dR/R maps to evaluate cortical response to TcES after smoothing (170 μ m in diameter) by circular averaging filters. Pixels with significantly (P < 0.05) decreased and increased reflectance ratio in P-value maps were encoded in warm and cold colors respectively. We quantitatively determined optical response latency as the first time point where the reflectance change showed a statistically significant inflection in slope 38 . The response onset and peak times were estimated based on the camera recording time of each frame.
For the LSCI analysis, speckle contrast images were obtained by using temporal laser speckle contrast analysis algorithm 60 . Each speckle contrast image was calculated with 15 frames of raw speckle images, leading to a temporal resolution of ~0.125 s. Then images of CBF velocity were computed based on the principle that the CBF velocity varies inversely as square of speckle contrast value 60 . All the CBF velocity images were filtered with a Gaussian matrix (half width = 5 pixels) to remove spatial noises. After that the relative changes in CBF were obtained by subtracting and dividing the baseline from each CBF image.
For electrophysiological data, in order to provide more useful information on electrophysiological responses, the raw neural data were subjected to spectral power analysis 19, 22 . For 10-Hz TcES, Fourier transform was performed on data from non-overlapping 85-ms (first 15-ms data containing electrical stimulation artifact was removed) portions of raw broadband electrophysiological signal 19 . Relative power of local field potential (LFP) and multiunit activity (MUA) bands in each bin was calculated by averaging the fractional change (relative to a baseline of 4 s) in power over the ranges of 30-130 Hz and 300-2500 Hz, and then averaged across trials.
Statistical analyses. Data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM). Wilcoxon test was used for matched-pair data, Mann-Whitney test for comparing independent data between two groups. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant for all the tests.
